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Open up to communication
that creates change
Meaning Business provides communication training, development and coaching that
makes a difference and creates change.
We work with communication professionals, business leaders, government agencies, notfor-profit and community organisations.
Using the COMMS Plan framework, a powerful framework for better outcomes through
communication, Meaning Business provides a range of workshops, webinars, one-day
programs and custom training options.
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What is the COMMS Plan?
Context. Outcome. Message. Method. Support.

Simple.
By using this communication planning process, communication becomes clearer, more
aligned and – essentially – more likely to achieve the desired outcomes.

The COMMS Plan is based on 20 years of
communication practice, research and
professional development.
Having a simple framework is extremely
powerful for organisations. Whether you
need teams and managers to have a
common language for clear
conversations and meetings, or if you
have an executive team who want to
shift culture and drive change, the
COMMS Plan supports outcomes through
better communication.

Building on best practice
The COMMS Plan is free to use.
It is released as an open source license.
At Meaning Business, we run a range of
programs and provide tools to for
professional communicators, emerging
practitioners, leaders and managers, and
non-communication roles such as
project managers and HR specialists.
We work with you to ensure our training
or development programs meet the
needs of your organisation.
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Key programs
The COMMS Plan: Five steps to more effective
communication
An introduction to the use of the COMMS Plan method to achieve better outcomes from
communication and planning. The COMMS Plan is a clear five-step process that can be
easily adopted and adapted in any organisation for clearer communication and greater
impact.

Better manager communication: Using the COMMS Plan as
a leadership tool
The most significant impact on an employee’s experience is their manager. This one-day
program provides managers a powerful, simple communication planning approach that
can be used for 1:1 discussions, team meetings, presentations and during change.

Communicating to achieve change
Change is a core competency for all organisations, and communication has a significant
role in making change work. This one-day program focuses on the essentials of change
management for communicators, with an emphasis on ensuring outcomes through
action.

Who should attend?
Leaders, Managers, Engagement Officers, Communication Officers, Communication
Managers, PR practitioners, change managers, HR partners, IT professionals, project
managers, strategic planners.
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The COMMS Plan: Five steps to more effective
communication
This interactive one-day workshop provides the foundations and tools to use the Shorter
COMMS Plan to achieve better results through communication and change.
Who should attend?
Leaders, Managers, Engagement Officers, Communication Officers, Communication
Managers, PR practitioners, change managers, HR partners, IT professionals, project
managers, strategic planners.
Outcomes
• Understand the role of planning to the communication process
• Understand the key elements of the COMMS Plan
• Conduct a CONTEXT review using key concepts to shape the communication
approach
• Identify OUTCOMES for the organisation, change, key stakeholders, audiences
• Understand two MESSAGE development approaches and apply tools
• Select appropriate METHODS for communication based on context and outcomes.
• Consider measurement and evaluation METHODS
• Identify SUPPORT in the form of resources, tools, structures, roles and culture to
deliver the COMMS plan.
Course outline
• Context - What factors influence your communication planning?
o understanding your audience
o aligning communication to your organisational priorities
o engaging leaders and sponsors
o planning issues and risks
•

Outcomes - What will be different as a result of communicating?
o identifying clear goals for your communication effort
o establishing measures

•

Messages - What messages support the outcomes?
o creating messages that drive action
o segmenting and sequencing messages

•

Methods - What communication approach that will achieve the outcomes?
o getting the most from different channels
o harnessing the power of face-to-face and digital

•

Support - How will the communication be managed?
o implementing communication plans
o budgets and scheduling
o roles and responsibilities
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Communicating to achieve change
A one-day program to apply effective change and communication practices to change
within organisations.
Outcomes
• Understand and apply change principles in preparing for change
• Manage communication in complex and changing environments
• Identify scales of change and select appropriate methods of communication and
engagement
• Apply tools to create messages appropriate to the different stages of change
• Understanding models of influence and change
• Place change in context based on external factors and internal priorities
• Select appropriate methods for communication and engagement during change
• Explore the roles of leaders, managers, subject matter experts and
communication professionals during change
Course outline
• The case for change: why change and why manage change
o The cycles of change in organisations
• Facts and myths: change models in practice
• The role of engagement and inclusion in achieving change
• A clear process for change communication: COMMS
• Change in context
o Scope and scale of change initiatives
o Beyond ‘one size fits all’
o Agile and UX lessons for change communication
• Clarifying change outcomes
o Personas and process
• Developing messages and methods
o Right messaging, right time
o Creating a bias for action
• Sustaining change communication: implementation to integration
o Organising change
o Making change business as usual
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Jonathan has presented webinars for HR Daily and OHS Alert readers on a variety of
communication topics, and we've always been thrilled with the results. He has a great range
of material, and presents in a very personable, accessible style. He's absolutely always a
pleasure to work with.
Jo Knox, Owner/Managing Editor at HR Daily, Shortlist and Recruiter Daily

He's strategic in thought and facilitative in his approach. Brings out the best in people.
Michael Ambjorn, Chair @IABC | Founder @alignyourorg | #createconnection

Jonathan is the whole package. A deeply experienced and versatile communicator who cuts
to the heart of a challenge, blends creative strategy and solutions, and does so with insight
drawn from years in the profession. Quite simply, he’s an expert and a true thought leader.
Megan Sheerin Writer | Brand Strategist | Entrepreneur

Jonathan was great, approachable style, encouraging and really relevant.
Participant | Media Company

I thought this was going to be ‘just another workshop’ but this was a worthwhile investment
of time and I learned new skills.
Participant | Government Team
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Creating a custom professional development
experience
All communication courses can be tailored to specific change initiatives within an
organisation.
The material can be delivered for communication and change practitioners as an
experiential ‘development lab’ for specific change, or it can be a capability building
exercise prior to embarking on significant change.
Versions of these courses are also available for leaders and managers, with an emphasis
on the role of the leader in communicating and leading during change.
Every organisation is different, and each communication team comes with a set of existing
strengths. By working with organisations to identify the areas that will have the greatest
impact, we can create professional development programs that build on strengths, and
that address the specific environment.
Case Study 1: Prior to a major restructure, the communication team at a media company
rolled out consistent communication training for managers using real examples of recent
change to build realistic interactive development.
Case study 2: By combining strategic planning with skills development for the leadership
team, a government department was able to apply consistent communication approaches
across a diverse range of programs.
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Sometimes we can all use a little help.
You are an experienced communicator, and you have a plan. But you have hit a block, face
a new challenge, need a second opinion, want to explore new options.
Or you’re a mid-career communicator wanting advice on how to tackle a thorny
organisational issue: a new change project, preparing to coach a leader, exploring options
for channels or communication strategy.
If you are an emerging practitioner, you are wondering about your professional
development options and planning how to grow your skills and experience*.
For business leaders and project managers, you might be wondering where to get started
with briefing an agency, planning an announcement or structuring a team.
If you need the expertise of an experienced consultant for advice, a second opinion, or to
get you started, a Meaning Business Sounding Board Session is for you.
Sounding Board Sessions provide you the benefits of an agency with:
• Expert support on-demand
• Practical experience across every industry sector
• Cost-effective consulting and advisory services
• Flexible and simple procurement options
• Access to COMMS tools.
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Why can Meaning Business help you?
As the founder of Meaning Business, I’ve helped CEOs, CXOs, Executive Teams,
Communication Directors, Project Managers, HR teams, Marketing Managers, solve
challenges through communication, change management and leadership.
Across two decades, I have worked as a leading communicator across three ASX top 25
companies (Westpac, IAG, QBE), government, public service, education, manufacturing,
professional services, charities, arts organisations, tech startups, real estate firms, social
enterprises, and other NGOs.
I have helped hundreds of communicators with their professional development,
with targeted research and advice combined with pragmatic solutions.
Some of the organisational communication challenges we have solved for clients or as an
in-house communicator include:
• Restructures
• Divestment
• Product Launch
• Relocations
• Strategic Planning
• Technology Change
• Business Planning
• Enterprise Social Network
• Communication Audits and
Evaluation and Implementation
Research
• Professional Development
• Mergers and Acquisitions
coaching

What resources do we draw on?
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Creator of the Shorter COMMS Plan
Designer of Melcrum’s Introduction to Internal Communication course (completed
by over 1000 communicators worldwide).
Author of wikihow entry How to create a communication plan viewed over 400000
times.
Presented Corporate Storyworlds to the 2014 IABC World Conference
Curated, chaired and facilitated professional development for communicators
through Change, Engagement and Communication conferences.
My Slideshare The business of change, the art of communication has been viewed
over 8000 times.
Contributed research to Melcrum reports on change management, agile
communication, enterprise social media.
Former Melcrum trainer (including Blackbelt, Change and Leadership
communication).
Guest lecturer at Macquarie University & Notre Dame University.
Co-Chair IABC Gold Quill Evaluation Panel 2015-2016.
Communication Chair IABC Asia Pacific
Licensee and executive producer of TEDxParramatta
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